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Publish!
- RDFization
- Social Linking

Consume!
- Visualization
- Mashup
- SPARQL

http://data-gov.tw.rpi.edu/
5+ billion triples!

Global Foreign Aid:

Pakistan (US>UK) vs. India (UK>US) … Why?

Was 2003 USDA budget increased due to the 2002 Hayman wildfire?

2003 USDA budget

2002 acres burned

Was 2003 USDA budget increased due to the 2002 Hayman wildfire?

NATIONAL WILDLAND FIRE STATISTICS AND GOVERNMENT BUDGET

Scaling options:

- Budget (USD/100K) x100,000 (default)
- Acres x1,000 (default)
- Fires x100 (default)

2002 California wildfire

2007 California wildfire

2003 Hayman wildfire

2002 acres burned

2003 USDA budget

Global Foreign Aid:

- USAID
- UKAID

RDFization
Social Linking
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